
Driving Inexpensive & Hyper 
Relevant Traffic With Reddit Ads

Charlotte’s Web



Part 1

Activating on Reddit

In the last 6 months, Reddit has been Charlotte’s Web’s top-performing social 
platform, averaging 30% of all their social web traffic.
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Part 2

Not only that, but Reddit traffic has been steadily growing while traffic from 
Facebook and Youtube have declined or remained flat.
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Reddit Traffic: +37%
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Part 3

Despite reddit being Charlotte Web’s #1 organic social traffic driver, the brand 
allocates almost no ad spend whatsoever to reddit.
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Case Study | Reddit

Despite Charlotte Web’s very low ad spend on reddit, it’s still generating the third 
highest number of paid impressions, just behind youtube and muscleandfitness.
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This gives reddit.com a CPM of $0.94 compared to youtube.com’s $18.05, making it 
a far more cost-efficient method of advertising.
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Spend: $2.9K | Impressions: 3M
CPM: $0.94

Part 6

These are the top display ads that Charlotte’s Web has placed on reddit.

Spend: $10K | Impressions: 10M
CPM: $0.94

Spend: $439 | Impressions: 448K
CPM: $0.97

Spend: $713 | Impressions: 727K
CPM: $0.98

Spend: $419 | Impressions: 447K
CPM: $0.98
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Spend: $2.9K | Impressions: 3M
CPM: $0.94

Part 7

For these ads, Charlotte’s Web leads with copy that resonates with their target 
audience rather than product description.

Spend: $10K | Impressions: 10M
CPM: $0.94

Spend: $439 | Impressions: 448K
CPM: $0.97

Spend: $713 | Impressions: 727K
CPM: $0.98

Spend: $419 | Impressions: 447K
CPM: $0.98

Charlotte’s Web wants to target customers who lead busy lifestyles and are looking for a solution to help them relax and de-stress. This allows the brand to reach a broader 
audience, one who hasn’t considered using hemp products for their problems and who might have turned away from the ad if the first thing they read was “hemp-infused”.

Activating on Reddit
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General cannabis subreddits are also fairly sizeable, with the top cannabis subreddit, 
r/trees, having over 1M subscribers. r/trees is also amongst one of the most active 

subreddits on the platform.

r/trees                                                                1.6M

r/weed                                                                448K

r/marijuana                                                       187K

r/cannabis                                                         124K

r/cbd                                                                   114K

r/cannabisextracts                                             96K

r/eldertrees                                                         79K

r/saplings                                                             63K

r/weedbiz                                                             56K

r/mmj                                                                    42K

Subreddit # of Subscribers

Top Cannabis Subreddits (General)

Averages 425 comments per day, ranking #48 
out of all subreddits on reddit*.

Gained +160K subscribers since January 2020.

Averages 356 comments per day, ranking #326 
out of all subreddits on reddit*.

Gained +174K subscribers since January 2020.

*based on the last 24 hours
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https://www.reddit.com/r/trees
https://www.reddit.com/r/weed
https://www.reddit.com/r/marijuana
https://www.reddit.com/r/cannabis
https://www.reddit.com/r/cbd
https://www.reddit.com/r/cannabisextracts
https://www.reddit.com/r/eldertrees/
https://www.reddit.com/r/saplings/
https://www.reddit.com/r/weedbiz/
https://www.reddit.com/r/mmj/


r/entexchange                                                   33K

r/stonerengineering                                       262K

r/microgrowery                                               246K

r/vaporents                                                      154K

r/treedibles                                                      148K

r/oilpen                                                             116K

r/glassheads                                                      92K

Part 9

There are also a lot of specialized cannabis-related subreddits, ranging from subreddits 
dedicated to growing cannabis to showing off how to roll your own joints and more.

Subreddit # of Subscribers

Top Cannabis Subreddits (Specialized)

Averages 17 comments per day, ranking #3890 
out of all subreddits on reddit*.

Gained +47K subscribers since January 2020.

Averages 301 comments per day, ranking #378 
out of all subreddits on reddit*.

Gained +168K subscribers since January 2020.

r/artofrolling                                                      86K

r/waxpen                                                            68K

r/dabs                                                                 50K

*based on the last 24 hours
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https://www.reddit.com/r/entexchange/
https://www.reddit.com/r/stonerengineering/
https://www.reddit.com/r/microgrowery/
https://www.reddit.com/r/vaporents/
https://www.reddit.com/r/treedibles/
https://www.reddit.com/r/oilpen/
https://www.reddit.com/r/glassheads/
https://www.reddit.com/r/artofrolling/
https://www.reddit.com/r/waxpen/
https://www.reddit.com/r/dabs/
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However, before organically marketing on Reddit, it is important to note that Reddit as a 
platform is often not welcoming of organic promotion from brands themselves. Reddit’s 

community guidelines state: “It’s perfectly fine to be a redditor with a website, it’s not okay 
to be a website with a reddit account.” 

Activating on Reddit
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Here are examples of how some brands have found creative ways to promote themselves on 
Reddit without using Display ads through sponsoring posts and AMAs (Ask Me Anything):

Click to View. Click to View.

Audi partnered up with 
influencers and used 
the popular AMA (Ask 
Me Anything) format 
from Reddit to use in 

their marketing 
campaign 

Influencers 
answered 
redditors’ 

questions while 
driving an Audi 
car at 130 MPH

Click to View.

Spotify asked redditors what their favourite songs are to 
create the ultimate community playlist for their platform. 

The campaign was successful and generated 10K submissions 
due to the fact that the nature of the post was authentic and 

could have been posted by any Redditor. 

Spotify explicitly said 
this post was coming 

from the brand to 
remain transparent.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/
https://www.reddit.com/user/audisportusa/comments/8lmwih/im_actresshostinternet_lover_liza_koshy_and_im/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr9yuqJPoFI
https://www.reddit.com/r/promos/comments/23lsxy/this_week_were_coming_to_you_redditors_to_help_us/


From the Charlotte’s Web Reddit Case Study

Focus Allocation — Reddit: There are three factors that suggest Reddit as a white space for reaching the CBD audience:

1. Demonstrated Ability to Generate Results: Charlotte’s Web has generated 30% of its social traffic on reddit in the past 6 
months, despite spending little ad spend on the platform (compared to YouTube).

2. Audience Alignment on the Platform: There is a sizeable audience age-affinity between Reddit and Elements of Green 
audiences. For audiences aged 25-34, Reddit’s distribution is 32% while Elements of Green is 27%. Similarly, for audiences aged 
35-44, Reddit’s distribution is 18% while Elements of Green is 20%. Aside from demographics, there are dozens of subreddits 
dedicated to cannabis and its related products and topics where new audiences can be reached.

3. Low Competition From Other Brands Compared to Other Channels: Out of all the analyzed competitors, only Charlotte’s 
Web and Medterra have allocated any ad spend to Reddit and both competitors have spent very little on the platform. 
(Medterra spent 1.9% of their ad budget on reddit in the last 6 months, roughly $1600 USD).

Tactic — Reddit Advertising: Some brands successfully activated reddit organically, however many other have failed to do so 
due to the culture of the platform. Organic activations can be considered, and some examples are provided in this case study, but 
advertising is a less risky and proven method to activate on the platform.

Tactic — Subreddit Targeting: Run ads on specific subreddits that cater to the interests of your target audience. Use tools such 
as redditlist.com to identify the top subreddits for various interest categories.

Key Takeaways

http://redditlist.com/

